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Abstract

A Study of Portraits of Choe Ikhyeon 
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Kim, Jinah
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The Graduate School

Seoul National University

Chae Yongsin ( , 1850-1941) is a professional portrait painter, active

from the end of the Joseon dynasty to the Japanese colonial era. He 

participated in drawing portraits of the preceding kings in 1900 at the age of 

50, and was mainly active in Honam (Jeolla) Province from 1900s to 1930, 

leaving portraits of various figures of the time. Especially, from 1900 to early 

1910, Chae left many portraits of the anti-Japanese activists and scholars of 

the time, which have been known as the expression of his own anti-Japanese 

sentiments, or his close relationship with each sitter of the portraits. The 

purpose of this thesis is to examine the various factors and motives for Chae's 

repeated production of portraits of Choe Ikhyeon ( , 1833-1906), his 

representative work of the anti-Japanese activist and scholar, within the 

context of the culture of portrait production and consumption of the time.



Choe Ikhyeon is a Hwaseo ( ) school Confucian scholar who dedicated 

himself to Anti-Japanese movements in the last few years of his life. Chae

had repeatedly painted Choe's portraits before and after his death. Currently, 

the number of portraits of Choe Ikhyeon by Chae is found to be 10. Previous 

scholarship suggests that Chae's creation of portraits of Choe

patriotism, or friendship. This approach was based on the fact that Chae was 

not only a painter, but also a military official from a ruling yangban family. 

His career as a military official is recorded in Genealogy of the Pyeonggang 

Chae Family (Pyeonggang Chaessi daedong bo, ),

Veritable Records of Chae Yongsin Life (Seokgang silgi, ). Chae 

has also tried to expose his career specifically through a self-portrait wearing 

military official attire, and a folding screen of Pyeongsaengdo ( ), or 

"The Highlight of a Lifetime," which includes a banqueting scene after 

passing a military service examination and a naval training scene. However, 

after thoroughly evaluating relevant official records, there exists a high 

possibility that Chae never served as a military official, a position that was 

previously con s portraits of anti-Japanese 

scholars should be considered in the context of the high demand for his works. 

The portraits were commissioned by his patrons and thus reflected their needs. 

  

In 10 portraits of Choe by Chae, most of the pieces confirm the time of 

creation and enshrinement, allowing the portrait creation and usage patterns 

of the Confucian scholars centered around Choe. The 10 portraits are: portrait 

of 1905 in the National Museum of Korea, portrait of 1909 in the Cheongyang 

( ) Modeok Shrine ( ), portrait of 1911 in the Hwasun ( )

Chunsan Shrine ( ), portrait of 1923 in the Pocheon ( ) Chaesan 



Shrine ( ), portrait of 1924 in the Suncheon ( ) Jisan Shrine (

), portrait of 1925 in the Gokseong ( ) Ogang Shrine ( ), full-

length standing portrait of 1925 in a private collection, portrait in the Gochang

( ) Dodong Shrine ( ), portrait in a private collection, and portrait 

in the Gwangju ( ) Daesan Shrine ( ) . After creating multiple

works of Choe's portraits at the age of 73 in request from Choe's descendants 

and followers, Chae continued to reproduce the portraits for 20 years after the 

death of Choe. Most of these portraits were enshrined inside the shrines built 

after his death.

These shrines are largely divided into two groups. Firstly, the shrines which 

were built by descendants and followers in the places considered to be in 

relation with Choe, and secondly, the shrines which were built by followers 

cooperating individually with junior and regional Confucian scholars in their 

residence. Particularly, the latter is worthy of notice as it was found to have 

cases of enshrinement of the Choe's portrait, along with the followers' 

portraits. In some other cases, descendants of a fellow scholar from the 

Hwaseo school and members of the Gyeongju Choe family were also found 

to have built shrines. This proves that s

portraits was not only for the respect of the teacher, but other various contexts 

were also considered. The reason for s portrait 

within 20 years, is in deep relations with the culture cemented in Confucian 

scholars holding an ancestral rite of ancient sages and ancestors. Also, the 

repeated construction of Cho s shrine shows some aspects of literati culture 

for the Confucian scholars, who have tried maintaining existing culture and 

status in an era where the Confucian system was slowly vanishing. 

Particularly, the fact that many shrines are found to have venerated patriots 



and Confucian scholars at the end of the Joseon dynasty proves that portraits 

by Chae was not only drawn in favor of the painter's voluntary will, but also 

in response to the increased demand for portraits for enshrinement. 

Choe's portraits were created in two different types: portrait with deep robe 

( ), and portrait with official robe ( ). Portraits of Choe in deep

robe were created when alive and came to be reproduced by his descendants 

and followers after his death. The reason for Choe's choice in deep robe can 

be understood from the phenomenon of portraits with deep robe, generally 

created for scholars of the Old Doctrine party ( ) representing the 

patriarch Song Siyeol ( , 1607-1689), again being popularized by 

members of the Old Doctrine including Hwaseo school scholars in the 19th 

and 20th centuries. In addition, deep robe was favored by Confucian scholars, 

who wanted to show respect by following the traditional dress code according 

to old manners in time of costume reformation in the late 19th century. All of 

Choe's portraits with deep robe reproduced after the death were stored in 

shrines built near the followers' residences along with their portraits with deep 

robe which achieved the visualization of academic lineage. 

Choe's portraits with official attire existing today were all reproduced after 

his death. However, considering that the reproduction mainly tends to copy 

the original painting, and that there exist several cases of portraits with official 

attire created long after the sitter's retirement by Chae, it is highly possible 

that in 1905, the creation of Choe's portrait in official attire was done as an 

original painting. Choe's portraits in official robe were mostly stored in a

shrine built and cared by Choe family, different from the enshrinement of 

portraits in deep robe, in which the academic lineage and the teacher-to-



 

student relationship were emphasized. 

 

Choe's portraits are the result of the culture of portrait enshrinement within 

the Confucian scholars from the end of Joseon dynasty to the Japanese 

colonial era, where Confucian ideology was slowly vanishing. This study 

intended to introduce various angles in viewing the creation of Choe 

Ikhyeon's portraits that have not been researched in-depth due to commonly 

focusing solely on the painter, Chae Yongsin. The research on the creation, 

reproduction, and enshrinement of portraits of Choe Ikhyeon can draw 

meaning from the specific consideration of the portrait creation and usage 

process during the early 20th century by the Confucian scholars, in an attempt 

to widen the understanding in portraits of Confucian scholars by Chae 

Yongsin.  
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